Making a financial Time Machine: A Multi-touch application to enable interactive 3-D visualization of distant savings goals


Financial planning and decision making for the general public continues to vex and perplex in equal measure. Whilst the tools presented by a typical desktop computer should make the task easier, the recent financial crisis confirms the increasing difficulty that people have in calculating the benefits of deferring consumption for future gains (i.e. Saving). We present an interactive concept demonstration for Microsoft Surface™ that tackles two of the key barriers to saving decision making. Firstly we show an interface that avoid the laborious writing down or inputting of data and instead embodies the cognitive decision of allocation of resources in a physical gesture based interface, where the scale of the investment or expenditure correlates with the scale of the gesture. Second we show how a fast-forward based animation can demonstrate the impact of small increments in savings to a long term savings goal in a strategy game-based, interactive format. The platform uses custom software (XNATM format) as opposed to the more usual WPFTM format found on Surface applications. This enables dynamic 3-D graphical icons to be used to maximize the interactive appeal of the interface. Demonstration and test trial feedback indicates that this platform can be adapted to suit the narrative of individual purchasing decisions to inform educate diverse user groups about the long term consequences of small financial decisions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Buy today, or save for a rainy day? The fundamental debate of the average student saver; this question underlies a fundamental error of human reasoning known as discounting of future gains [1,2,3]. The average human will behave in an apparently irrational way when presented with scarce resources and a series of choices for allocation. In general experiments or studies of economic or hedonic choices, participants are likely to seek immediate short term gain of lower value than a higher value gain that requires a longer wait, these findings occur both in financial and in addictive drug contexts. The question addressed by this paper is whether it is possible to develop a piece of software that engenders an intuitive understanding of the full impact or extent of a future financial gain though an interactive computer games based format. The paper presents a proof of concept developed to present animated 3-D interactive graphical models of savings goals in a game-based format to engender a playable strategy and reward platform to enable the user to allocate a strategy and immediately see the consequences of their decision unfold in a time-accelerating display. In this way the software is intended to engender the frisson of excitement delivered by such short term wait formats (e.g. roulette) but also deliver the immediacy of a reinforcement outcome [4]. Typical real-life savings rewards are about as distant as can be expected in life other than some health outcomes (e.g. mortgages and pensions have long term waits for a positive outcome). As banks, inevitably cut back on front-line staff, inevitably a reliance on software solutions to deliver savings consultancy will become prevalent. The current project was conceived as a mechanism for engaging users in a branch based context but without the need for a hands-on supervision. It could be seen as a pre-savings interview primer, or an interim educational intervention for clients who wish additional time to explore their options. The Microsoft Surface™ [5] has the potential to bring an element of coffee table to the high-street bank, as the banks try and break some of the more formal barriers between themselves and their customers. In particular, the Surface with its large interaction platform is perfect to exploit the concepts of
embodied cognition [6, 7]. It allows customers to take control over their finances which engenders more customer confidence and ownership. The tool takes a customer-centric approach and allows for a more personalised and bespoke approach to financial management with the added benefit of privacy and not having to feel pressured or embarrassed by a banking representative. As opposed to being bombarded with financial information in the form of text, customers can engage, through a user-friendly interface, with a more straightforward and visually informative package which has the potential to build a stronger relationship with both financial planning and the banking sector.

The crucial novelty of the application is to couple the use of pictures and gestures in the selection and allocation of financial choices. Images present a powerful way of creating a unique access point to knowledge in the brain, and coupling a normally abstract or text based notion of an expenditure item allows the pictorial information and scale of the item to enhance and enrich its representation in the brain of the user [6]. Furthermore, by coupling the allocation of expenditure to a physical gesture (perception and action), the impact of the decision is again embedded in the brain of the user in a more direct and also in a multi-modal way [6,7,8]. These two innovations combined with the game based, instant feedback model of the outcome can promote and engender learning and behaviour change. The challenge for many banks is to make their branches attractive places to customers with economic and lifestyle decisions to be made. Currently the average shopper is more likely to use a coffee shop or tea room to create breathing space to make a financial decision requiring finance (e.g. holiday, sofa, car, house). The absence of trained consultants in financial products in the average public space creates an opportunity for a Surface based solution to savings engagement.

2. PLANNING AND SAVING

2.1 Deferring future gains

The underlying economic problem is one of discounting of future gains. There are two models for the curve of future discount (exponential and hyperbolic [e.g., 9,10]) but both are potentially addressable by a system that increases the salience and immediacy of the future gain[4]. This resulted in the current project, a working software package to demonstrate a playable application for roll-out in banks, building societies, citizens’ advice bureau and other community outlets such as libraries.

The solution

To WPF[11] or not to WPF[12]? The current trend in surface projects is to shuffle and manipulate rectangular objects such as documents and photographs which allows rapid sorting and scaling of objects in a genuinely interactive and intuitive manner. Most development for Surface SDK appears to be done in WPF. So why choose XNA for development of this project? Whilst the “animation language” in WPF (called StoryBoard) is easier to learn XNA offers more control over 3D models. WPF as a whole is ideal for application interaction, rendering what the user is requesting. XNA is purpose built or high frame-rate 2D/3D rendering of objects like character animation and inverse kinematics. Table 1 shows a comparison of the key features of the two different platforms available for the Microsoft SDK. Both systems have their merits, but for the purposes developing an inviting and engaging interface the XNA platform was used to enable the drawing and subsequent animation of 3D objects.

Table 1. Comparison of pros and cons for delivery platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Current Use in Surface SDKT</th>
<th>Availability of demo-software</th>
<th>Utility for 3-D graphics models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XNA</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPF</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Best for 2-D interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Implementation

Development was performed on Microsoft Surface SDK on PCs running Windows Vista. Final testing was performed on a modified Microsoft Surface, with additional clear Perspex surround for peripheral device interfaces. The design took account of contemporary concepts in multi-touch gestural interface design [13]. To maximise flexibility, we selected the minimum range of gestures from the user defined gesture set [14], relying on ‘Drag’ and the various 2point ‘Enlarge(Shrink)’ gestures, these gestures are easiest to port to other platforms and are already established currency in multi-touch devices such as smartphones.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

The game is presented in three screens characterize by three actions: Divide, Decide Spin (and Win). This allows the participant to allocate their resources, generate a savings plan and then play the game to see if their strategy works. If not, they can play again until they get the design they want. The top right panel of the layout screen shows the selection menu for income (green surround) and expenditure (red surround) items. Participants drag the item they want into the workspace panel, whereupon a selection of allocation-option satellite mini-icons pop
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up around the main icon to show the expenditure recurrence (e.g. weekly, monthly, annual etc.). The use of dragging and scaling[14] of pictorial items is crucial to the novelty of the application in the finance context, to associate perception and action [6,7,8].

Figure 1. Layout of the decide section of the game where players must physically allocate their resources. Upper left panel indicates the resource allocation area where the pinch gesture is used to manipulate levels of expenditure and payment intervals. Upper right panel indicates the income and payment options, which can be selected and dragged to the allocation area. The lower panel displays the drag-scrollable ‘gantt-chart’ calendar for the income and expenditure schedule. Items allocated appear here once edited.

The initial strategy component of the game is to develop a portfolio of income expenditure corresponding to a desired spending plan for the participant. The scale of the expenditure can be adjusted by a pinch gesture revealing the scale of the expenditure in a digit echo readout above the panel. Figure 1 illustrates the look and feel of the initial interface, a multi-panel interface for the selection allocation and division of expenditure and income in an average consumer context.

Once the selections have been made, the participant can proceed to the savings stage where a series of doors are arranged to reveal the relative risk and return of each option. Again, using the pinch (or any two point scaling gesture) on the savings pot icon, the participant can select the amount or proportion of savings for each product they wish. Finally they can proceed to the final screen where they can ‘Spin the wheel of time.’ Savings plans ending in credit ‘Win’, those that end in debt, ‘Lose’. Audio fanfares are played appropriate fanfares for each outcome. At this point the player is invited to revisit their choices and play again to achieve a better outcome. At the moment the default icons for playing are savings (illustrated by a piggy bank) and mortgages (illustrated by an animated house). In the future additional personalized savings goals will be playable.

4. VISUAL APPEARANCE

The icons were designed to be animated, and so are full 3-D models, imported to the project from MayaTM[15]. Each one was conceived by a concept artist and then translated into a 3-D model for export to the program.

By using icons instead of text headings the interface becomes more navigable and potentially of use to audiences without high levels of literacy or numeracy in the language of the host terminal. The purpose is to demonstrate universal principles of money use, so for multi-language societies, this demonstration minimizes the need for language rewrites. Concepts for characters were sketched in drawing pen, scanned scanned and printed off. Water colours were then used prior to scanning into Adobe PhotoshopTM. Individual character assets, for example arms, mouth and eyes, were drawn separately using the pen and brush tools and a WacomTM tablet. Once happy with the outline the artist would block colour-in all the assets and then make different shaders with gradients on every layer for each block colour. This was then used by the 3D modeller and technical artist to build the model in MayaTM. It was then textured and animated; each character has own movements appropriate for its context.

Figure 2. Sample icon for holiday holiday budget.

Figure 3. Screen layout for the decide section of the game where savings decisions are made and proportions allocated.
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The particular benefit of using the Microsoft Surface is the physical scale of the gestures required to make the allocations. The embodied cognition literature [6,7,8] suggests that behavioural choices coupled with actions are more salient, and so the actually commitment to make an investment or gamble should be treated with a greater level of commitment than a simple mouse click or a keyboard entry.

Figure 4. Screen layout for the spin and win (or lose) section of the game, the time wheel on the right panel can be spun by the user and stopped at a given point, as if it spins savings or costs accrue.

4.1 Demonstration Feedback

Preliminary user feedback from informal demos has focused on two key areas, the most attractive aspect of the software solution was the removal of the need for participants to write down actual financial values (this appears to be a barrier to engagement in financial planning). The second key feature was the utility of the surface as an input device which was perceived to be novel, enjoyable and engaging. Initial developer feedback has focused on the development process for the software itself, in particular the facility to create additional expenditure items and the need for the program to focus on particular individual client narratives.

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

A rapid prototype financial planning tool for Surface was developed by a multi-disciplinary team using the XNA platform to render 3-D graphical and modifiable icons. The innovation of the interface is focused on the incorporation of the concepts of embodied cognition to harness the linkage of the use of images with perception and action [6,7,8,16]. Response to testing has been positive but has highlighted the need for a focused and parallel strand of development to enable widespread development and adoption. The software is re-mappable to mobile devices and desktop PCs. The natural development of this ‘time machine’ concept is of multiple independent applications focused on individual purchasing decisions. For example a downloadable smartphone based application could help people decide the correct mobile tariff, or a college-fund app could help families determine a savings plan for a child to enable enrolment at a fee paying education institution. The possibilities for applications are extensive, but the underlying mathematical model of savings accrual can be re-used, as can the general interface. It is possible to re-skin the application interface to suit individual target markets.

The key to success is the context of the roll out platform. Ideally, for a Surface development pathway, this unit should be in a semi-structured situation where sales or debt counseling trained staff can be on hand to set up an interaction, allow free form play and then post-play to consult on future decisions. The beauty of the multi-touch interface and game format arise here - the format allows users to imagine scenarios and play at ‘what ifs’. In a formal bank sales consultancy scenario, where the user is immediately pinned down to their own financial situation the user can feel inhibited. A game-based more format allows for people not commit to the actual figures they possess. This can help reduce embarrassment, particularly for people who may have a problem, an experience such as this may be an easier way to make the transition to acknowledgement of a problem than an full on debt counseling session.

Ultimately, as multi-touch devices become prevalent in the home and the workplace the trend toward interactive input of data will emerge. In the meantime, this platform demonstrates the notion of deferred or discounted future gains to the player. The system can be used in an experimental situation to test the predictions of two different models of discounted future gains (the exponential and the hyperbolic models)[e.g., 9,10].
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